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Man first invented the bow
— a tool irrevocably des-
tined to change the course

of history.  He then had to figure out
how to carry his arrows practically
and safely.  Modern bowhunters
have faced this very dilemma since
the days of hand-whittled selfbows.
Early bowhunting pioneers such as
Art Young and Saxon Pope, Will and
Maurice Thompson, wore belt quiv-
ers full of arrows much in the fashion
of English yeomen of old.  Picture a
young Fred Bear, Ben Pearson, and
of course, Howard Hill, and visions
of leather back quivers brimming
with cedar shafts involuntarily
spring to mind.  Pope & Young Club
founder Glen St. Charles introduced
the first significant change to the
“traditional” back quiver through a
style still bearing his name, arrows
pressure-fit end-to-end, held fletch-
ing up, broadheads safe in a bottom
cradle.  Rancho Safari’s Jerry
Gentellalli refined that design via his
Catquivers, daypack/back quiver
combos still gaining new converts
every season.  Modern bowhunters
continue to tote arrows in all sorts of
back and hip quivers, but it’s the

bow-mounted quiver that proves
most popular today.

I’ve often heard Fred Bear credit-
ed with the first modern bow quiver,
with models such as his Snap-On 8-
Arrow Quiver.  Another early model
includes Kwikee Kwiver’s limb-
mounted, clip-on arrow grippers
(my first hunting quiver) which left
broadheads dangerously exposed.
That simple quiver is still around
today, decades later, but now
includes a snap-on protective
broadhead hood.  

The bow quiver remains top dog
due to simple practicality.  It ties the
hunting outfit together, keeps arrows
ready for immediate action.  The
bow quiver continues to evolve and
improve, splintering into specialty
models to fit any bowhunter’s
desires.

Style & Function   
In the basic sense bow quivers

fall into two categories; those per-
manently attached to the bow or
quick-detach models that are
removed by flipping a lever, loosen-
ing a wing-nut screw or depressing a
spring-loaded lock.  Those can be

further broken
into one-piece
and two-piece
models, stan-
dard and
m e c h a n i c a l
b r o a d h e a d
models.  Arrow
capacity further
separates vari-
ous models,
while other
variables are
construction,
price and
whether they’ve
been designed
to appeal to
compound or
traditional bow
owners.  

W h i c h

quiver customers choose hinges on
four factors: Where they bowhunt,
what they hunt, which style broad-
head is preferred, and to a lesser
degree, how much they are willing to
spend.  Permanent quivers are nor-
mally chosen by western
bowhunters, bowhunters on the
move who need something solid,
quiet and dependable under rough
and tumble conditions.  Removable
quivers make the most sense for
those who spend a lot of time
bowhunting from fixed positions.
This makes it easier to lay a bow
across their lap while waiting, and
eliminating potential hindrance
while drawing or shooting.  Spring
turkey hunters might also choose
detachable quivers, better to avoid
interference with brush or pop-up
blinds.

Arrow capacity is highly subjec-
tive, being most dependent on geo-
graphic location and how an average
bowhunt proceeds. Once bow-
hunters stuffed entire dozens of
arrows into back quivers – a product
of the “If you want to kill game you
gotta get some wood in the air” men-
tality (Howard Hill), while today it’s
more common to see four- and even
three-arrow quivers on bowhunters’
rigs, with five- and six-arrow quivers
seemingly as standard as 100-grain
broadheads.  This is a product of the
times; modern equipment making
misses less frequent, assuring the
quick and clean kill having become
our mantra.  Yet for a week-long
romp into wilderness where a couple
small-game points are carried an
eight-arrow model might be just
what some hunters want.  Knowing
your customer base makes stocking
decisions easier.     

Foam-filled quiver hoods remain
popular because they function with
any broadhead type, though prove
more tricky with some mechanical
designs, and the foam provides

Treelimb Quivers started with 3 and 5 arrow models at left, that
utilized lightweight skeletal frames of glass-filled composite. For
2008 the company added the Premium Series (right) whose
machined aluminum frame is contoured to snap onto a pair of
mounting posts. Simply rotate the quiver to release it from the bow.



dampening against vibra-
tions.  The bowhunter who
swaps fixed- and deployable-
blade broadheads regularly
finds them a useful happy-
medium.  A double gripper
quiver or other special
design is decidedly more
practical for those customers
who regularly shoot
mechanicals.  We’ll also discuss a
number of specialty quivers that
prove steady sellers with certain cus-
tomers.

Solid-Mount Quivers
Bowhunting “Out West” means

spot-and-stalk, run-n-gun bowhunt-
ing.  Success depends on covering
vast amounts of ground, sometimes
in mad dashes followed by hours of
tedious belly-crawling.  Equipment
is subjected to plenty of abuse, like
the inevitable tumble down a rocky

hillside, shoving bows ahead during
a stalk or carrying them bungee-
corded to ATVs.  Streamlined designs
minimize snagging on brush.
Quivers need to remain church-
mouse quiet on release.  Solid-
mount quivers make the most sense
here.

Many past solid-mount quivers
left much to be desired, as they were
cumbersome and noisy, while also
allowing fletchings to clatter togeth-
er during the shot.  For the most part
these were one-piece designs that

didn’t provide enough span between
hood and arrow gripper to secure
arrows solidly.  Two-piece bow quiv-
ers changed that, proving rock solid,
lightweight, and bolting at riser ends
to increase anchoring span and
eliminate fletching rattle.  Jim
Velazquez’s Sagittarius two-piece
quivers were one of the first two-
piece designs, and while that com-
pany is no longer in business, it
deserves credit for leading to other
thoughtful designs that securely lock
arrows in place without undue
weight or noise.  

One of the best examples are
Fuse two-piece models.  Length
adjustability is provided by locking
carbon rods, the Posi-Lite has top
adjustment only, the Caldera has
both top and bottom.  All Fuse prod-
ucts come with dampening Shock
Rod Technology, found on hoods
and gripper extensions of these 4-
and 6-arrow quiver models.
Machined aluminum extension
arms place contoured hood and
gripper behind the riser for balance
and are skeletonized to reduce
weight.  Triangular mounting studs
assure quivers won’t shift, with a
steel machine bolt extending
through the riser end to tap into stud
bases.  Broadhead hoods are situated
well above the bow grip,and the grip-
per is located far enough below to
secure arrows two-thirds their length
(on my 30 inch shafts) and eliminate
fletching rattle.  Stepped gripper
slots secure aluminum or thinner
carbon arrows equally well.  Both are
covered in Realtree APG HD.  They’re
compatible with Hoyt and Reflex
bows, but also most Mathews, PSE
and BowTech models.

Hoyt and Reflex two-piece quiv-
ers, labeled Duralite in the Hoyt line,
are simpler designs sporting respec-
tive logos.  They prove lighter,
because they lack adjustment rods
and dampening Shock Rods, and
they look streamlined with the same
solid mounting design as Fuse.  Hoyt
models include Realtree APG HD
camo finish on both hood and grip-
per extension, Reflex on hoods only. 

PSE/Browning Archery also
offers rock-solid two-piece quivers.
The newer Vertex includes six
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Dave Proctor of Quiver Shop in Keezletown,
Virginia gets a look at the new MQX Nano Quiver in
the Apex line. “I’m a three-arrow guy but this one is
so small I think I’d carry a five,” the retailer told
Danny Kerley, who helps design and sell both the
Truglo line and the Apex brand from the same Texas
firm. This quiver has twin grabbers and a soft mold-
ed liner. Kerley said people like the fact they can
pull an arrow directly toward them, instead of off to
the side, for easier loading. In his opinion, though,
the best feature is the magnetic catch that holds
quiver to bow, shown at left. “There is no button or
lever, you just twist and push to take it off. Ninety
percent of the guys hunting from a treestand will
take their quiver off the bow, and if you’ve got a
mounting bracket left on the bow with any kind of
lever, it will buzz at the shot.”



adjustable positions located on an
innovative hood cam system, allowing
for multiple arrow lengths and hood
heights.  The extended arrow gripper
positions nocks above the lower cam
to keep them out of debris and holds
any diameter shaft.  Top Gun 8-Arrow
Two-Piece quivers are simpler, tap-
ping directly to PSE/Browning risers
top and bottom, and are made light-
weight and durable.  All are covered in
Mossy Oak’s New Break-Up.

Other bow companies also offer
two-piece models for their bows.

Included is Parker
Compound Bows’ Mossy
Oak New Break-Up-cov-
ered Two-Piece, in 4- or 6-
arrow models.  They have
dual grippers for
mechanical broadhead
anchoring, come with
both carbon and alu-
minum arrow grippers,
and include a stream-
lined hood.  Darton’s
Montana I is a low-profile
two piece carrying five
aluminum or standard
diameter carbon arrows,
but also includes four
small-diameter grippers
for thinner carbon shafts.
It bolts directly to the riser, the upper
hood extension bar including multi-
ple holes for length adjustment.
They’re covered in Realtree
Hardwoods HD Green.  Kodiak
Outdoors’ 2 Piece Quiver is especially
appealing, resembling Fuse models
with upper dual carbon rod length
adjustment and highly streamlined
extension bars that place the hood
and gripper behind the riser for better
balance.  It holds five arrows and is
covered in Realtree Hardwoods camo.

Mechanical broadhead fans will
appreciate the ingenious Vista E-Z
Loder 2 Piece Quiver.  It allows effi-
cient attachment to nearly any com-
pound bow via machined aluminum,
triangle mounting studs and through-
the-riser bolt to assure no shifting.
Lightweight and low profile, it holds
five aluminum or carbon arrows.  The
highly unique hinged broadhead
hood opens for fast loading, snaps
shut to keep broadheads contained

tightly and quietly, yet allows instant
arrow removal without opening.
They’re available in Realtree Green
and Hardwoods HD, or Mossy Oak
Obsession.  

Ridge Hunter quivers from
Trophy Ridge/Escalade Sports come
in either Two- or One-Piece options,
covered in Realtree Hardwoods Green
HD.  Both include built-in Harmonic
Dampeners to keep them quiet. They
have a low-profile design, with grip-
pers angled toward the shooter for
faster arrow removal. They carry
foam-filled hoods with cut-out cylin-
ders, on machined-aluminum frames
and have a heavy-duty rubber arrow
“belt” to lock shafts in place while cov-
ering ground or fighting brush.  The
Two-Piece is compatible with nearly
any compound, the One-Piece uses
multiple mounting holes for vertical
adjustment and is bolted directly to
standard sight-mounting taps.

Octane by BowTech offers a pair
of five-arrow quivers (more on the 1
Piece below) like nothing else seen
before.  Technically, the 2 Piece
Octane is instantly removable
through spring-loaded, push-and-
twist locking studs, which is useful
when packing for a flight or otherwise
storing your bow in a hard case.  Still,
arrows must be extracted to remove
top and bottom assemblies, meaning
it doesn’t really qualify as a treestand
quiver.  Despite instant detachability,
the quiver is rock solid and extremely
quiet.  It is engineered to allow 360-
degree adjustability.  The quiver was
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One of the strengths Kwikee Kwiver has is the broad
range of camo finishes you can match with its quiver. For
2008 the Michigan firm has added Realtree AP and the
Lost Camo shown above on its Combo and Kwik-3.

Circle 244 on Response Card

Mathews makes 3, 5 and  7 arrow mod-
els of its lightweight ArrowWeb quivers,
which combine a machined aluminum
frame with Harmonic Damper. This 3
arrow model is featured in the current
DXT bow ad, where the Wisconsin manu-
facturer says “ The new DXT with an
ArrowWeb quiver, arrows and broad-
heads weighs less than many of our com-
petitor’s bows alone.”



built with BowTech/
Diamond models in
mind, but adaptors are
available for other pop-
ular brands such as
Mathews and Hoyt.
The top hood and bot-
tom gripper assemblies
extend away from the
riser grip dramatically to secure shafts
over a wider span, eliminating any
fletching rattle.  Better yet, locking and
articulating extension arms of skele-
tonized machined aluminum allow
the hood and gripper to be adjusted at
an infinite number of angles for cus-
tom centerline mass balance.
Horizontal adjustment slots along the
lower and upper edges of hood and

gripper allow further balance cus-
tomizing.  In all, this is likely the most
versatile quiver ever created.  

All Octane quivers include vibra-
tion dampening technology and silent
arrow extraction.  If all this weren’t
enough, a powerful magnetic hood (a
pre-cut foam insert is also provided)
pulls and holds broadheads into place
during loading.  Get the head in the

neighborhood and it’s
pulled into place inside
rubberized “stalls.”
This also means that
even if an arrow pops
out of a gripper, it’s
held in place by mag-
netic force provided
the tip is carbon steel.
Stepped grippers
accept both aluminum
and carbon shafts, with
finishes including
black, Realtree
H a r d w o o d s ,
Hardwoods Green,
APG and Advantage
Max-4; Mossy Oak
Obsession, Brush and
New Break-Up.             

Delta bow quivers
are solid enough that
overall design features
have remained

unchanged after several
decades.  They come in 4- and
7-arrow models, and Standard
Mount, Side Mount and vari-
ous T-Mount options.  They’re
tough enough to include a life-
time guarantee.  Upper and
lower knurled knobs make
them easy to remove, but they
are most practical left in place.
Standard mounts attach to
sight accessory and stabilizer

taps, Side Mount to the top and bot-
tom of the riser.  T-2, T-3 and T-4
Mounts are compatible with various
brand bows by using special bushings.
Mounting brackets are adjustable for
span, as is the bottom gripper.  They
come in black, Realtree and Trebark II
patterns.

Quick-Detach Quivers
When I travel “Back East” to climb

aboard treestands, or am sitting flat
on my rear calling spring gobblers, I
want a quiver I can get rid of easily.  A
quick-detach model is made to order.
Flip a lever, loosen a wingnut, depress
a spring-loaded clip, and the quiver
slips off in a jiffy to be set aside or
secured within easy reach of my posi-
tion.  Yet, when I’m stalking or still-
hunting back to my truck, the quiver
remains secure and quiet.  The indus-
try’s filled with ingenious designs that
not only make removing a quiver fast
and simple, but prove solid enough
that even the western bowhunter
won’t feel handicapped by installing a
detachable quiver.  The only disad-
vantages they have compared to two-
piece designs are decreased arrow-
grip span and increased weight;
though even those disadvantages
have been solved by some.  
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Jerry Gareri of Jerry’s Bait & Tackle checks out the new
Octane quivers with the help of Diamond Archery’s Kevin
Duffy (right). The  Octane accessory brand is new from the
manufacturer of BowTech and Diamond bows. Your cus-
tomers can choose between a pre-cut foam hood insert and
one that uses powerful rare earth magnets to help hold the
steel broadhead tips in place.

When you loosen the setscrews on the frame of the two-
piece quiver, you can vary the angle and move it forward
and back over a 6 inch range. The Massachusett’s retailer
was particularly impressed by how easily the two-piece
quiver pops off the bow: The manufacturer says it’s the first
two-piece with a true quick-detach feature.

A hinged, easy-loading hood is a unique feature of the
Vista E-Z Loder quiver built by WRI in its Vista brand.
Mechanicals are held securely yet they can be easily pulled
out the bottom without opening the hood.



Detachable Quiver Standouts
Fuse’s Satori has a lot of unique

features.  Not only does it include
dampening Shock Rod Technology
like two-piece models already men-
tioned, but the entire quiver can be
slid vertically on twin carbon con-
necting rods for balance or clearance
and then be clamped in place.  A
machined aluminum, quick-detach
mount dovetails the quiver base pre-
cisely into place and cam-locks
securely with a half twist of a thumb
lever.  They’re available in 4- and 6-
arrow options.  This Lever-Lock
mechanism is also found on Hoyt and
Reflex Quick Detach 4- or 6-arrow
models.  The latter include one-piece,
skeletonized aluminum frames with-
out height adjustment.  All are cov-
ered in Realtree APG HD camouflage.

New Octane quivers by BowTech,
are the most novel quivers to come
along in years.  A quick turn of a
knurled knob on the one piece model
allows the machined aluminum cen-
ter stem to pivot out of a precise
machined mounting stud.  Once
locked in place the connection is as
solid as anything in the business.
Both hood and arrow gripper bars are
slotted and secured by set screws to be
horizontally adjustable for balance.
The mounting bracket itself also
includes one round hole and a
radiused mounting channel to swing
the quiver along a wide range of
angles before tightening for custom
quiver/arrow alignment.  The thick,
posi-lock arrow grippers and rubber-
lined hood provide dampening quali-
ties.  The magnetic hood is simply
awesome.  This makes replacing an

arrow even in the dark automatic.
(Find more details under 2 Piece
coverage above).       

PSE/Browning Archery One-
Piece 4 Arrow and Mongoose 6
Arrow quivers are proven designs
that have stood the test of time.
The One-Piece 4 Arrow includes a
machined aluminum frame and
Mongoose quick detach bracket,
and a gripper that accepts either
aluminum or thin carbon shafts in
a stepped-down configuration.
The 6 Arrow is made with a poly-
mer frame for lighter weight, and
fanned gripper to make it compact.  It
includes the same Mongoose quick-
detach bracket found on the 4 Arrow.
Both are covered in Mossy Oak New
Break-Up.

Vital Gear’s Ben Afshari is always
thinking outside the box, and his Vital
Pack 5-arrow quiver’s no exception.
The machined-aluminum frame is
highly adjustable for height and arrow
span, as well as arrow-gripper diame-
ter.  Both the Realtree Hardwoods HD
hood and arrow gripper are set
behind the riser for better bow bal-
ance.  The quiver is removed easily
from its mounting bracket with a flip
of the thumb lever.

You can also count on Mathews
for products setting them apart from
the pack.  Mathews’ new ArrowWeb T-
Series Quivers are extremely light-

weight, machined from durable alu-
minum and hold Harmonic Dampers
just below the broadhead hood.  The
Spider Claw Quick-Twist system
allows for easy attachment and
removal without levers or knobs yet
remains highly secure when in place.
It also allows standard or raised posi-
tions, the latter for longer arrows or
shorter bows.  The foam insert accom-
modates fixed-blade or expandable
broadheads. They are available in
three-, five- and seven-arrow models
(T3, T5 and T7).  My only concern is a
short span between hood and arrow
gripper could provide opportunity for
fletching rattle when left in place to
shoot.

TruGlo’s Pro-Tune quiver
includes patent-pending “Constraint-
Layer-Dampening” technology to
assure a quiet shot on any bow.  The
5-arrow quiver is fully adjustable ver-
tically without tools to maximize
arrow clearance, with dampening
pockets holding the guide rails in
place for further vibration reduction.
Dual removable grippers allow for
any style broadhead, the pivoting
mounting system permitting the
quiver to be angled for custom posi-
tioning.  It also comes with an extra
mounting rail for convenient tree-
stand mounting.  It’s available in
black, Mossy Oak New Break-Up or
Obsession; Realtree X-Tra Grey,
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Vibration-dampening Shock Rod technology
helps distinguish the Caldera Quiver from Hoyt’s
Fuse accessory line. Note how the mounting
brackets are offset to position the quiver well
back within the outline of the bow. The twin rods
give you plenty of flexibility up and down as
well, with 4 inches of hood travel and 5 inches of
gripper travel. Fuse offers 4 and 6 arrow models.
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Hardwoods Green or Hardwoods.    
The Vista E-Z Loder, mentioned

earlier as a two piece option, is also
offered in a one piece, quick detach
model.  The lever operated quick-
detach mechanism allows fast
removal, setscrews are optional to cre-
ate a “permanent” attachment, with
vertical adjustment provided via three
mounting holes.  Otherwise style and
features remain the same as the two
piece model (see above).  

Mechanical Broadhead
Detachables

Alpine Archery has made a mis-
sion of creating deadly-silent bow
accessories.  Their bow quivers are the
result of this quest.  The Soft Loc
Quiver has become one of the hottest
quivers on the market — even for
those who shoot other bow brands —
because they’re highly practical and
super quiet.  The mid-priced quiver
actually acts as an effective vibration
dampener.  The unique rubber mount
and dual carbon guide rails allows the
quiver to be removed quickly and qui-
etly, as well as give height adjustment.
The multi-position mounting plate
can be placed to achieve the best
angle for any bow model or shooting
style.  They’re offered in original 5-
arrow models, or newer 3- and 7-
arrow versions, and include dual
arrow grippers (it’s easy to remove one
of these if wanted) for mechanical-
broadhead compatibility.  They are
disguised by Mossy Oak New Break-
Up; Realtree Hardwoods Green,
Hardwoods and APG HD; Predator

Deception Brown and Next G-1; plus
Mathews Lost Camo.

All but one of TruGlo’s five quiver
options includes double arrow grip-
pers perfect for trouble-free mechani-
cal broadhead storage.  The Axis-
series quivers are the most unique, in
particular the Axis 360.  All are vibra-
tion free, lightweight, include a quick-
detach mounting system and are ver-
tically adjustable through CNC
machined metal parts.  The 360 holds
up to six arrows in a round hood/grip-
per assembly built around a lock-
ing/carousel design.  As the gripper is
turned it releases one arrow at a time.
The Axis 180 doesn’t spin, but holds
up to five arrows in a compact, round
configuration; the Axis 90 accepting
three arrows in a half-moon arrange-
ment.

Trophy Ridge’s 6 Shooter Quivers
both include dual rubber grippers
perfect for mechanical broadheads,
though the “Mechanical” model offers
a thinner-profile hood perfect for
closed mechanical heads.  The “Multi-
Purpose” hood is larger, to double as a
fixed-blade quiver for those who
switch back and forth between broad-
head styles.  Both are super quiet and
durable, constructed around a vibra-
tion-reducing flex frame in a one-
piece design.  A removable foam
insert is included.  A quick-detach,
lever-lock system is secure but fast
and easy to operate.  

Kwikee Kwiver Company, one of
the oldest names in bow quivers,
offers several worthwhile mechanical
quivers.  All include tough polymer

center stems, with an Ultra-Lock sys-
tem allowing quivers to be snapped
into place instantly, then any play can
be taken up by a knurled knob. These
quivers have all-weather Artic-2
Arrow Grips and impact-resistant
broadhead hoods. A nice feature is
that each hood has a quiet molded
liner, so broadheads may stay sharper
than they would if you were carrying
them in a foam-lined hood that had
picked up moisture or grit.

The standby Kwikee Kompound
6-Arrow quiver has been sold by the
millions and remains as popular as
ever.  It’s designed to fit today’s com-
pound bows, sleek and lightweight
and holding six arrows in double grip-
pers and round broadhead-tip divots.
Optional Carbon Arrow Holders are
available.  The Kwikee Combo 4-
Arrow quiver also includes two sets of
soft rubber arrow grippers, but
includes soft broadhead slots instead
of round holes.  Camouflage options
include Mossy Oak’s Treestand,
Obsession, New Break-Up; Realtree’s
AP, APG, Hardwoods Grey and

We do it all!
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PPatton
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The Soft Loc quivers helped establish
Alpine Archery as an important accessory
manufacturer when they were introduced in
2001. Today the Idaho bow-builder makes 3,
5 and 7 arrow models in seven  finishes.



Hardwoods Green HD; and Mathew’s
Lost Camo.       

Tree-Stand Compatible
Treelimb Products quivers, as the

name implies, are designed for stand
hunters.  They feature a quick-detach
mounting system and are vertically
adjustable to assure arrow nock clear-
ance on short bows.  The hoods
accept mechanical or fixed-blade
broadheads, the stepped arrow grip-
pers take carbon or aluminum shafts.
The pivoting Lock Block fixes into
three positions for the best balance
with any rig.  The built-in Treelimb
Hanger loop extends from the top of
the profiled broadhead hood to hook
over a limb or screw-in step in easy
reach while on stand.  They’re offered
in three and five arrow options and
available in Mossy Oak Break-Up and
several Realtree patterns.    

One of my personal treestand
favorites is Kwikee Kwiver’s Kwik-3.
It’s the smallest, lightest and only
folding bow quiver on the market,
designed to hold three arrows in dou-
ble grippers.  The folding design
makes it easy to store and tote, the
folding Versa-Lok design adjustable
for hood-to-gripper span.  It includes
the same Artic-2 soft rubber grippers,
rigid broadhead hood and quick-
detach system of other Kwikee
Kwivers.  Combined with a Bracket
Kaddy & Bracket Combination (with

self-tapping lag screw to secure on
any tree trunk near a stand) the
quiver makes an ideal whitetail or
baited bear outfit.  (The Kaddy is
compatible with any Kwikee Kwiver).
While I like the folding feature,
Kwikee plans to bring out a solid stem
version later this year, which should
offer even more weight savings. 

Alpine’s Bear Claw come in three
and five arrow versions that provide
highly unique features in a affordable
quiver.  The universal design was cre-
ated with treestand hunters in mind.
It easily detaches, and accepts any
common arrow size.  A dual “cone”
mounting bracket with thumb-lock
lever plugs into vertical orifices along
the polymer quiver stem to provide
incredible vertical placement.  Cut
out cylinders in the hood foam make
it useful for both fix-blade and
mechanical broadheads.  Bear Claw
Compact Screw-In Mounts make it
easy to secure near a stand tree, while
another mounting assembly allows
secure mounting to treestands or ATV
racks.  Look for them in all Alpine
camouflage options.  The Soft Loc
(see above) Compact Screw-In or
Treestand Quiver Mount also allows
convenient mounting on stand.       

Economy Quivers
Eastman Outfitters’ Husky

Compact 4-Arrow Quiver’s a great
choice for those who don’t want to

spend a lot of money but demand
dependability.  It’s simple, lightweight
and includes a reversible, noise-free
Krayton arrow gripper to accept
either carbon or aluminum shafts.
The “wingnut” mounting system is
simple and solid and the hood’s cov-
ered in Eastman’s Timber Illuzion
Camouflage.

Grayling Outdoor Products
molds two 4-arrow models that are
often seen in bow packages. The Jus
‘n’ uff is for fixed blade heads while
the Lite ‘n’ uff has twin grippers to
allow it to take regular or mechanical
heads. Hoods are dipped in one of
four Realtree patterns: APG,
Hardwoods Green, Hardwoods or AP.

The TruGlo Tru-Quiver is simple
yet completely practical and vibra-
tion free.  It holds up to five arrows
and is fully adjustable vertically to
accommodate short bows.  The light-
weight, compact quiver serves both
fixed blade and mechanical broad-
heads and has a reversible mounting
bracket for right or left hand use.  It
comes with an extra mounting rail for
treestand use.

Bohning’s Lynx and Panther quiv-
ers include a Lever-Lock Mounting
System that’s quick and solid.  Lynx 4
and 6 (Arrow) models feature a
“wrap-around” hood style for com-
pact lines, held by a lightweight,
durable molded stem.  Dual arrow
grippers make them great for
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The Trophy Ridge accessory line from Bear Archery has six
quiver styles for 2008. The Ridge Hunter is a five-arrow quiver in
one or two piece configurations. Both have a machined alu-
minum frame and a total of four strategically-placed harmonic

dampers. The 6 Shooter quivers at right have less expensive poly-
mer frames in either rigid or flex styles and come with a unique
low profile hood for mechanicals or with the larger hood (far
right) that accepts mechanicals or fixed blade heads.
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mechanical broadheads and the
hood includes a replaceable, sound-
dampening liner for quiet shots.
They are offered in black, Realtree
APG HD and Hardwoods HD, or
Mossy Oak Break-Up 3D.  The Lynx 4
can also be had in Mathews’ new Lost
Camo.  Panther Quivers include inde-
structible, rubberized Flex-Stem con-
struction that is said to transform the
entire quiver into a vibration damp-
ener.  The quiver comes with grippers
for both standard and small-diameter
carbon, plus aluminum arrows, and
4- or 6-arrow options.  They are
offered in all Bohning camouflage
options.

Kwikee Kwiver’s Lite-4 is a com-
pact, no-frills option that gets the job
done no matter where or how your
customer hunts.  It’s designed for
fixed-blade broadheads, includes a
single Artic-2 arrow gripper, and the
same construction and quick-detach
mounting of other models from the
company.               

Traditional Flair
Though many standard quivers

mount easily to recurve bows – and
function quite well — many tradi-
tionalists prefer something more
romantic.  Bear Archery, for instance,
offers the Recurve Bow Quiver, hood
and arrow gripper riding on a square
aluminum center post that allows
twin, offset mounting brackets, and
the lower arrow gripper, to be adjust-
ed for height and fit.  The 1/4-inch
mounting screws are compatible with
Bear Take-Down bows, or any other
recurve sporting such riser taps
(Predator recurves come to mind).
Delta also offers the Recurve Mount
quiver, including Velcro-secured
straps to lash it into place.

Others include leather or rawhide
broadhead hoods with more “old-
timey” eye appeal.  Selway might be
the biggest name in this niche.  Rigid,
stitched-rawhide hoods and stitched-
leather-covered aluminum extension
brackets make them gorgeous yet
practical.  They come in Side Mount
(1/4-inch-mount, two-piece), Bolt-
On T/D Recurve (secured under limb
bolts), Slide-On (slip over limbs to
fadeouts) and Detachable (slip over
Soft-Coat rubber with screw-on caps)
for both recurves and longbows.  The
hoods are foam filled, grippers avail-
able for any arrow diameter.  They are
also available in Soft-Coat “plastic”
hood models.  

Great Northern is another big
name in traditional quivers.  Simple,
feather-weight “Professional Bow
Quivers” include thick leather broad-
head hoods and heavy wire frame
that is instantly adjustable for length
without tools.  They are available in
Side-Mount, “Quick-Mount” Take-
Down, strap-on “Adjustable” and
longbow-specific models.  Alaska
Bowhunting Supply also offers sever-
al “strap-on” quivers, with soft rubber
wrapping around the limb fadeouts,
“zip-ties” securing them in place.
They’re available in “Mini” 3,
“MiniMAX” 4, Skookum 3 Arrow, and
Skookum single – the latter “back-up
arrow” holders for 2- or 3-blade
broadheads.

Other options include the Kanati
4-arrow, Thunderhorn “Boa” (strap-
on) and “Two-Point” (bolt-on under
limb bolts) and Tred Barta
“Wilderness Bow Quivers.”  All

include beautiful hand-stitched
leather construction that weeps “tra-
ditional.”  Look to 3Rivers Archery
Supply for all of these quiver options.

Quiver sales are nearly automat-
ic: A customer purchases a bow and
arrows and they naturally need a
quiver to keep it all together in the
field.  This holds even for the bare-
bones traditional shooter.  Back- and
hip-quiver designs are gaining
increased acceptance as archers look
to keep their bow as unfettered as
possible, but the bow quiver remains
a bowhunting favorite.  They are sim-
ply too convenient and practical to
ignore.  The only real trick in stocking
merchandise that will move is under-
standing which models best serve
customers in your region; which
make the most sense for the type of
bowhunting they engage in most and
the game they pursue.  Like the very
first archers of eons past, every archer
needs a quiver.  You’re in the position
to fill that need. 

Great Northern Bowhunting Company’s
“Professional Bow Quiver” not only adds
traditional flair to any recurve or long-
bow, but is feather-light and super
secure. They come in several versions to
accommodate any traditional bow style.
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